
HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR
Model Code : ZX490H-5A 
Engine Rated Power : 257 kW (345 HP)
Operating Weight : Backhoe: 47 359 kg
 Shovel : 47 759 kg
Backhoe ISO Heaped : 1.9 - 3.1 m3

Loading shovel ISO Heaped : 2.6 m3

490H
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∙ Swift Front Movements with HIOS* IIIB Hydraulics 
∙ In Pursuit of Yielding More Production
∙ Reduction in Fuel Consumption
∙ More Fuel Reduction in the ECO mode
∙ Easy-to-Use Attachments 

∙ Prestige R&D and Quality Control 
∙ All-New Engine with Enhanced Durability and Reliability 
∙ Rock-Solid, Durable Front Attachment
∙ Tough Undercarriage on Rough Quarry Sites
∙ Robust Upperstructure

Tata Hitachi Support Chain 
Page 12-13

Simplified Maintenance  
Page 10-11

Key Benefits for Low Running Costs  
High 

Quality

High 

Durability
 

Low Fuel 

Consumption

No Compromise on Operator 
Comfort 
Page 8-9

∙ Comfortable operating environment 
∙ Comfort-designed operator seat
∙ Robust cab 
∙ New, easy-to-use multifunction monitor

∙ Grouped Remote Inspection Points 
∙ Fast Lubrication
∙ Easy-Access to the Upperstructure
∙ Large Capacity Fuel Tank
∙ Service intervals

∙ Remote fleet management with Global e-Service
∙ Parts and service 

More Production with Excellent 
Performance
Page 4-5

High Quality and Durability
Page 6-7

New ZAXIS provides reliable solutions: impressive fuel 

economy, swift front movements, and easy operation. 

You'll also find Hitachi technological prowess and 

expertise, such as the optimized hydraulic system and 

engine.

New ZAXIS features the key benefits of high quality, low 

fuel consumption, and high durability, all of which serve 

to ensure low running costs.

New ZAXIS, which is empowered by comprehensive 

evolution, will realize customers’ visions and dreams, 

and pioneer your colorful future.
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More Production with 
Excellent Performance 

The HIOS IIIB hydraulic system is designed for efficient use 
of hydraulic oil pressure in the circuit, by eliminating loss of 
power and fuel. Swift movements of the front attachment 
can be achieved by a total control of the boom, arm and 
bucket regeneration system. This Hitachi technological 
prowess brings about high performance and fuel economy.
*Human & Intelligent Operating System

Swift Front Movements with HIOS* IIIB Hydraulics

New ZAXIS 490H ULTRA delivers extra power in excavation 
and swinging. More specifically, a great swing torque. 
This boosts productivity in mining operation. The machine 
powerfully moves the bucket, full of crushed stones, around 
on mines, and swiftly loads them onto a dump truck. What's 
more, the power boost mechanism is added to ensure 
powerful mining.

In Pursuit of Yielding More Production

New ZAXIS is a fuel-thrifty excavator that can reduce fuel 
consumption compared to the conventional model, thanks 
to the HIOS IIIB hydraulic system and engine control system, 
thereby reducing CO2 emissions.
*10% decreased compared to the ZAXIS 490H ULTRA at PWR mode

Reduction in Fuel Consumption

The operator can change over valves, adjust extra circuit 
flow, and check settings from the multifunction monitor next 
to the operator seat. What’s more, 11 jobs, including flow 
rate setting, can easily be 
selected by their identified 
names.

Easy-to-Use Attachments

Enter attachment nameBreaker settings 
The ECO mode, a new economical mode, can further cut fuel 
consumption by 8% compared to the PWR mode, without 
sacrificing digging force by optimal matching of operations.

More Fuel Reduction in the ECO mode
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Hitachi has earned praise for technological prowess and 
product performance around the world. 
R&D Division has a track record – including excellent design, 
stress analysis expertise using CAE system, and abundant 
production data base. What’s more, a large-scale durability 
test field (427 hm2) allows for a series of stringent testing of 
new machines. 
Production Division strives to automatize production 
processes, including robotic welding, machining, painting, 
assembling and transferring.

Prestige R&D and Quality Control

Computer-Aided Engineering Main pump testing area

Large-sized excavator assembly line Main frame welding line

Simulation testing from 
operator seat 

High Quality and 
Durability

To boost durability and reliability in harsh mining operations,  
the engine is newly devised, while redesigning its associated 
systems, such as fuel and coolant lines. This gives an edge 
in durability. The auto idle stop mechanism is combined to 
effectively cut fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 

All-New Engine with Enhanced Durability and 
Reliability

A very robust and durable boom and arm are adopted for the 
Front Attachment, allowing it to function optimally at tough 
job sites such as mines / quarries, where an endless stream 
of operations is required. The new ZAXIS adopts H-boom 
and H-arm, using thick plates for high durability. The arm 
also includes a damage prevention plate and square bars; 
improving its durability. The arm cylinder, boom cylinders and 
bucket cylinder for the retract side cushion shocks at the stroke 
ends to reduce noise and extend the service life.

Tracks are rugged enough to move around on uneven quarry 
site, with power and stability. 
Idler brackets are of box-section structure, and strengthened 
with reinforcing plates to withstand high stresses and resist 
deformation. The two-step ladders on the side allow easy 
access to the cab and riding on the machine.

The upperstructure is reinforced with proven D-section skirt 
for protection against obstacles, reducing deformation. A large 
door catch is provided to reduce shocks and jolts from the cab 
and upperstructure.

Rock-Solid, Durable Front Attachment Tough Undercarriage on Rough Quarry Sites Robust Upperstructure
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New, Easy-to-Use Multifunction Monitor

The new multi-language, multifunction monitoring system 
comprises a 7-inch high-resolution color monitor and a 
multifunction controller. The monitor allows the operator to check 
varying operating variables: hydraulic oil temperature, fuel level, 
work mode, full-auto air conditioner, AM/FM radio, rear view 
monitor camera, maintenance support, and attachment flow 
adjustment. Menu items can be selected and adjusted by a 
multifunction controller on the control panel. A new rear view 
monitor camera always displays the view behind the machine.

You'll feel comfortable and confident, with plenty of 
leg space and excellent visibility when operating in  
the cab. The new compact console gives more leg 
space. The new door pillar is shifted rearward by 
70 mm to widen an entry space for easy access. A 
new LED room light, interlocked with the door, turns 
on when the door opens. The front window is easily 
removed and stored overhead using slide rails. The 
overhead window is openable for ventilation. Ample 
air conditioner vents are located strategically for 
uniform air circulation inside the cab. The control 
panel and control levers are arranged within easy 
reach of the operator. AM/FM radio and AUX port 
(optional) for a mobile music player are available for 
a long work day with less fatigue. All these designs 
focus on operator comfort.

Comfortable Operating Environment

The luxury cloth seat is fitted with a headrest and 
arm rests for operator comfort. The seat can be 
adjusted in multiple ways, sliding and reclining, to 
suit operator’s size and preferences. The seat can 
slide rearward by 40 mm more for added leg space. 
An air suspension with a heat pad is optional.

Comfort-Designed Operator Seat

The robust cab, meeting the OPG (Top Guard Level 
1), protects the operator from falling objects. The 
pilot control shut-off lever is provided with a neutral 
engine start system that permits engine starting 
only when the pilot control shut-off lever is in Lock 
position.

Robust Cab Main menu

Work mode 
menu

Engine oil

No Compromise on Operator 
Comfort

Menu Items
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Simplified 
Maintenance 

A large sidewalk is provided on the left side of the cab, making 
it easy to access the engine from the ladder while handrails are 
provided and sufficient slip-resistant plates for safety.

Easy-Access to the Upperstructure

Inspection points are concentrated inside left and right covers 
that are readily accessible from ground level for convenient 
servicing and inspection, including water draining from the 
fuel tank, replenishment of filters. A lid behind the cab door is 
available for easy replacement of the air conditioner filters for 
fresh air.

Grouped Remote Inspection Points

The arm and boom have their own centralized greasing points 
for fast lubrication. An electric grease gun with hose-reel or 
an optional auto-grease lubricator is also available for faster 
greasing / lubrication.

Fast Lubrication

Bucket Links Pins : 10 h

Front Joint Pins : 50 h

Lubricant Consumables

Engine Oil Filter : 500 h
Hydraulic Oil Filter : 1 000 h
Fuel Filter : 500 h
Fuel Pre-Filter : 500 h
Water Separator : 2 000 h

Engine Oil : 500 h
Hydraulic Oil : 4 000 h

Equipped with a large capacity 
fuel tank for longer operations.

Large Capacity Fuel Tank

Service intervals
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SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE
Model  ........................ Isuzu GH-6UZ1XKSA-01
Type  .......................... 4-cycle water-cooled, direct injection
Aspiration  .................. Turbocharged, intercooled
No. of cylinders  ......... 6
Rated power

ISO 9249, net  ........ H/P mode:
(Without Fan) 257 kW (345 HP) at 2 000 min-1 (rpm)
SAE J1349, net  ..... H/P mode:
(Without Fan) 257 kW (345 HP) at 2 000 min-1 (rpm)

Maximum torque  ....... 1 363 Nm (139 kgf m) at 1 500 min-1 (rpm)
Piston displacement  .. 9.839 L
Bore and stroke ......... 120 mm x 145 mm
Batteries  .................... 2 x 12 V / 170 Ah

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Hydraulic Pumps
Main pumps  .............. 2 variable displacement axial piston pumps 

Maximum oil flow  .. 2 x 400 L/min
Pilot pump  ................. 1 gear pump

Maximum oil flow  .. 30 L/min

 
Hydraulic Motors
Travel  ........................  2 axial piston motors with parking brake
Swing  ........................  2 axial piston motors

Relief Valve Settings
Implement circuit  ....... 31.9 MPa (325 kgf/cm2)
Swing circuit  .............. 28.4 MPa (290 kgf/cm2)
Travel circuit  .............. 35.3 MPa (360 kgf/cm2)
Pilot circuit  ................ 3.9 MPa (40 kgf/cm2)
Power boost  ............. 35.3 MPa (360 kgf/cm2)

Hydraulic Cylinders

Quantity Bore Rod diameter

Boom 2 170 mm 115 mm

Arm 1 190 mm 130 mm

Bucket 1 170 mm 120 mm

UPPERSTRUCTURE
Revolving Frame
D-section frame for resistance to deformation.
Swing Device
Axial piston motor with planetary reduction gear is bathed in oil.
Swing parking brake is spring-set/hydraulic-released disc type.

Swing speed  ............. 9.5 min-1 (rpm)
Swing torque  ............. 148 kNm

ZX490H-5A 
Independent spacious cab, 1 025 mm wide by 1 817 mm high,
The OPG top guard fitted Level II conforms to the related requirements of 
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 10262.

UNDERCARRIAGE
Tracks
Track shoes with triple grousers made of induction-hardened rolled alloy.
Heat-treated connecting pins with dirt seals. Hydraulic (grease) track
adjusters with shock-absorbing recoil springs.
Numbers of Rollers and Shoes on Each Side
[Fixed Undercarriage]
Upper rollers  .............. 2
Lower rollers .............. 8
Track shoes  ............... 49
Idler track guard  ........ 1
Track guards  ............. Standard

Full track guard : Optional 

Travel Device
Each track driven by axial piston motor through reduction gear for
counterrotation of the tracks. Parking brake is spring-set/hydraulic-
released disc type. 
Automatic transmission system: High-Low.

Travel speeds  ............. High : 0 to 5.5 km/h
Low : 0 to 3.9 km/h

Maximum traction force  .. 329 kN (33 600 kgf)

Gradeability  ................ 70% (35 degree) continuous

SERVICE REFILL CAPACITIES
Fuel tank  ................................................................................... 725.0 L 
Engine coolant  ............................................................................. 58.0 L 
Engine oil  ..................................................................................... 41.0 L
Swing device (each side) ................................................................ 6.5 L 
Travel device (each side) ............................................................... 11.0 L
Hydraulic system  ....................................................................... 510.0 L
Hydraulic oil tank  ....................................................................... 310.0 L

Capacity*

* ISO heap

ZX490H Bachkoe

ZX490H Shovel

Model Operating wight Ground pressure

                   ZX490H Bachkoe 47 359 kg 0.899 kgf/sq cm2 88.19 kPa

                    ZX490H Shovel 47 759 kg 0.907 kgf/sq cm2 88.94 kPa

WEIGHTS AND GROUND PRESSURE
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SPECIFICATIONS
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SPECIFICATIONS

LIFTING LOAD CHART OF ZAXIS490H ULTRA WITH 6.3m BOOM 2.5m ARM WITHOUT BKT

LIFTING LOAD CHART OF ZAXIS490H ULTRA WITH 6.3m BOOM 2.9m ARM WITHOUT BKT
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ENGINE
Alternator 50 A

Auto idle system

Cartridge-type engine oil 
filter

Cartridge-type fuel filter

Dry-type air double filter 
with evacuator valve(with 
air filtr restriction switch for 
monitor)

Expansion tank

Fan guard

Fuel pre-filter

Isolation-mounted engine

Power mode control [H/P 
(High Power) PWR(Power) 
ECO(Economy) ]

Pre-cleaner

Radiator, oil cooler with 
dust protective net

Water separator

HYDRAULIC 
SYSTEM
Accessories for breaker

Accessories for breaker & 
crusher

Accessories for 2 speed 
selector

Auto power lift

Boom mode selector 
system

Control valve with main 
relief valve

Drain filter

Engine speed sensing 
system

E-P control system

Extra port for control valve

Full-flow filter

Hose rupture valve

Pilot filter

Power boost

Quick warm-up system for 
pilot circuit

Shockless valve in pilot 
circuit

Suction filter

Work mode selector

CAB
Additional fuse box

Adjustable armrests

All-weather sound 
suppressed steel cab

AM-FM radio

Ashtray

Auto control air conditioner

Auto-idle selector

AUX. terminal and storage

Mobile charger

2 Point seat belt with alarm 

Windshield washer

Cab : H/R cab

OPG top guard fitted Level 
ll (ISO10262)

Front guard

Laminated straight glass 
front window

Left side window can be 
opened

Cigarette lighter 24 V

Drink holder

Engine shut-off switch

Electric double horn

Evacuation hammer

Fire extinguisher bracket

Floor mat

Footrest

Front window washer

Glove compartment

Hot & cool box

Intermittent windshield 
wiper

Key cylinder light

LED room light with door 
countesy

Pilot control shut-off lever

Power outlet 12 V

Rain guard for cab —

Rear tray

Retractable seat belt

Rubber radio antenna

Seat : Adjustable reclining 
mechanical suspension

Seat : Adjustable reclining 
mechanical suspension with 
heater

Seat : Adjustable reclining 
air suspension with heater

Short wrist control levers

Storage box

Sun visor (front)

Sun visor (side)

Transparent roof with slide 
curtain

LIGHTS
Additional working lights
(boom right side)

3 working lights

2 cab lights

4 cab lights

MONITOR 
SYSTEM
Alarm buzzers: overheat, 
engine oil pressurre

Alarms: overheat, 
engine warning, engine 
oil pressure, alternator, 
minimum fuel level, air filter 
restriction, work mode, etc

Display of meters: water 
temperature, hour, fuel 
rate, clock

Other displays: work mode, 
auto-idle, glow, operating 
conditions etc

UPPER 
STRUCTURE
Battery disconnect switch

Batteries 170 Ah

Counterweight 9 080 kg

Fuel level float

Hydraulic oil level gauge

Ladder

Rear view camera

Rear view mirror(right & left 
side)

Side walk (cab side)

Swing parking brake

Tool box

Utility space

UNDERCARRIAGE
Track guard

Auto grease system

Bolt-on sprocket 

Hydraulic track adjuster

Idler track guard —

Reinforced track links with 
pin seals

Shoe : 600 mm double 
grouser

Shoe : 600 mm triple 
grouser

Travel motor covers

Travel parking brake

Track undercover

Upper and lower rollers

1 track guard (each side) —

2 track guard (each side) —

FRONT 
ATTACHMENTS
Arm 2.5 m BE

Arm 2.9 m BE

Boom 6.3 m BE

Bucket 1.9 m3 rock (ISO 
heaped) with dual type side 
shrouds granite

Centralized lubrication 
system

Damage prevention plate 
and square bars

Dirt seal on all bucket pins

Flanged pin

Monolithically cast bucket 
link A

Reinforced weld link A

Reinforced link B

MISCELLANEOUS
Anti-slip steps and handrails

Lockable fuel refilling cap

Lockable machine covers

Onboard information 
controller

Standard tool kit

Theft deterrent system

Travel direction mark on 
track frame

OTHERS
Global e-service

ConSite

EQUIPMENT
 : Standard equipment  : Optional equipment —  : Not applicable
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